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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

A person can be said to be healthy physical and mental physique, both

healthy, if only physical is healthy, but the soul is not, it cannot be called health

perfectly. Soul meant here is a person's psychic mental. Because basically sick is

not only on just physical function like flu, sprain, or headache. Sick can also

occur in psychic function. The definition of mental equals psyche in Latin

meaning psychic, soul or psychiatric. Muhibbin (2001:10) stated psychology is a

science that studies the behavior of inside and outside human beings both

individuals and groups, in relation to the environment. In line with Mangal

(2011:2) stated psychology is a science which aims to give as better

understanding and control of behavior of organism as a whole. In psychology of

disease or psychological disorders, one of them is psychopath.

Nowadays, the people can see many cases about a psychopath. One of the

trending topic cases about psychopath. A young man named Stuart killed her

father who 63 years old, same with his mother was murder by him. He killed his

father by stabbing his ribs until broke and crush. (www. Bbc.com/news/uk-

northern-ireland-4190879/2017/11/04 accessed on 11th October 2017 at

11.30pm). the same year in UK a young man mutilated 250 cats and a number of

foxes and rabbits had been killed in similar circumstances since October 2015
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circumstances since October 2015. (www. Bbc.com/news/uk-england-

beds-bucks-herts-41830150/2017/11/04 accessed on 11th October 2017 at 12pm).

There are some characteristics that are shown by a person who has

psychiatric disorder. Firstly, psychopath tends to behave well and attract the

attention of those around him or her by giving charming in first impression.

As Hare (1993: xxi) says psychopaths are social predators who charm,

manipulate and ruthlessly plow their way thought life, leaving a broad trail of

broken hearts and shattered expectations without the slightest sense of guilt or

regret. There are many psychopaths who has good personality in front of other

people, so people have no idea that she or he is a psychopath.

Secondly, psychopaths tend to be less empathy and fake normal.

Therefore, they often convincingly come across as personable even charming.

It is based on the statement of Pieter Hintjens (2015: 167) who explains that

most psychopaths are successful and hide in general society, the number one

talent of a psychopath is too look normal. Moreover Pieter in his book entitled

The Psyhcopath Code: Cracking the Predators that Stalk Us also states that

psychopath is a symptom of personality disorder that has been considered

danger by society. There are many cases of psychopath in this world, some of

them are cruel behavior, but some of them are well behaved like a normal

people in general. So, the people are difficult to know it.
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Furthermore, Islam also gives the thoughts about psychopaths. It

contains in QS. Al-Munafiqun60 : 4.

ھُمْ خُشُبٌ وَإنِْ یَقوُلوُا تَسْمَعْ لِقَوْلھِِمْ ۖوَإذَِا رَأیَْتَھُمْ تُعْجِبُكَ أجَْسَامُھُمْ ۖ دَةٌ ۖكَأنََّ ھُمْ مُسَنَّ كَأنََّ

دَةٌ ۖ ىٰ یَحْسَبُونَ كُلَّ صَیْحَةٍ عَلیَْھِمْ ۚخُشُبٌ مُسَنَّ ُ ۖ أنََّ ھُمُ الْعَدُوُّ فَاحْذَرْھُمْ ۚ قَاتَلھَُمُ اللهَّ

) 4(یُؤْفَكُونَ 

“And when you see them, their forms please you, and if they speak,
you listen to their speech. (They are) as if they were pieces of wood
propped up, they think that every shout is against them. They are the
enemy, so beware of them. May Allah destroy them; How are they
deluded? ” (Al-Munafiqun  60: 4) (The translation is taken from
Sahih International Translation Surah Al-Munafiqun [60:4] –
https://quran.com/60/4(accessed on 11th of August 2017 at 7 p.m).

The verse says “they were pieces of wood propped up” because they

do not know the use and where to be paired. Like the existing blocks on the

sawmill, big and sturdy but not necessary beneficial even though they are

valiant, admirable, and smart when talking, but their intelligence is not used

with a good things. They have bad attitude even though their bodies are good

and they are good at speaking, but in fact their brains are empty and do not

understand the truth. The verse tell us that we are wary of someone’s

appearance who cheats in fake missions because sometimes people are

articulate and ethical but lie in behavior.
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There are so many experts who gave their thoughts about psychopath

terms. Sigmund Freud is credited with creating psychoanalysis, which is

essentially the study of a person’s personality and the problems associated

with the inner workings of person’s mind. Freud said that a person’s

personality is formulated more from a person’s unconscious mind than their

conscious mind. He divided the mind and personality into three interacting

systems, the id, super ego, and the ego.

Psychopaths are new thing; there are many psychopathic cases that

occur around us. The thing about ordinary psychopaths is found only in

psychology books self, but now people can read and enjoy in the literary

works. The novel entitled Straw by Noorca Marendra published in 2015 is one

of a literary work that tells of psychopaths who carried out the killing and

cannibalism. The definition of literature according to Klarer (1999: 1)

etymologically, the Latin word “literature” is derived from “littera” (letter),

which is the smallest element of alphabetical writing. The word text is related

to “textile” and can be translated as “fabric” just as single threads from a

fabric, so words and sentences form a meaningful and coherent text. By this

definition about literature, people can assume that literature is just a

something written and has meaning. Actually it is just a simple meaning

literature. In the era modern literature is not only limited in written literary

works but also in the oral/ speaking literary works. Literary work comes from
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author’s creativity. As Aminuddin (2002: 57) said “Karya sastra merupakan

fenomena social budaya yang melibatkan kreatifitas manusia”. (Literary

work is social culture phenomenon that involved human’s creativity).

Movie is one of the most important media in conveying information.

An emerging perspective that movies portray the portrait of the society which

is the movie made. Based on Irwanto said in Sobur (2013:127) Movie always

records the reality that grows and develops in society, and then projected in

upscreen. Other definition about movie stated by Marcel Danesi (2010: 134)

Movie is a text that contains a series of photographic images that result

illusion of motion and action in real life.

So, the people can know that literature and movie are interconnected.

Movie a part of literature as Wellek and Warren (1956: 2) said literature has

three main branches they are prose, drama and poetry. Literary work is result

of human being thinking which tell about life deal with feeling, ideas and

problem. In the movie the people can see creation by the authors, there are

character, plot, background, script and dialogue. Moreover statement by

Boggs (1978) the relation between movie and literature in the movie script. A

movie script is literary an autonomous product.

The researcher was interested in researching a thesis on personal after

watching a movie entitled “Maniac”. Maniac is a 2012 French-American
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psychological slasher film directed by Franck Khalfoun and written by

Alexandre Aja. Frank Zito the main character of this movie is a mentally

disturbed young man who has taken over his family’s mannequin sales

business after the recent death of his mother, who also moonlighted as a

prostitute. Frank’s childhood experiences of seeing his mother bring home

clients or being taken out with her to turn tricks has left Frank unable to enter

into meaningful relationships with women, and his sexual impulses tend to

manifest themselves as violent urges that Frank externalizes mother’s will.

The relationship with his girl, but in the end it becomes a hate and he kill his

girl. As the hadith of Rasulullah, he said (Ahmad Hasyiim: 1570)

,عسي ان یكون بغیضك یوما ما بیبك ھونا ماا حب ب ح

وابغض بغیضك ھونا ما,عسي ان یكون یوما ما

( يالترمذرواه )

“Love your beloved simply, because perhaps someday he or she will

be your enemy. And hate your enemy simply, because perhaps

someday he or she will be your beloved” (H.R. Tirdmidzi).

Loving excessively usually make a person feel fear of loss, more

jealousy and over protective. Finally that love turned to be scary. A sense over

of love can lead to possessiveness. Unconsciously, in the name of love the
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intention of making a happy couple just because of possessive attitude.

Possessive attitudes can sometimes be interpreted as a form of attention but

over possessiveness will only make life fettered, sometimes also he will often

impose his will. What he or she initially calls attention, becomes over ego and

possessive. The latter is possessive or psychopath. As quoted by the Dewi

Lestari in the Novel Filosofi Kopi (2005: 99) said “Pegang tanganku, tapi

jangan terlalu erat. Karena saya ingin seiring, bukan digiring”.

The story of this movie portrayed the main character is psychopath,

but it make us think that a psychopath does not simply to be a psychopath.

There are background stories, or things that make an ordinary person turn to

be a psychopath. This is what makes researcher interested in researching this

movie, because the main character reveals psychological conflicts that cause

personality disorder. Personality disorders are experienced by the main

character in this movie direct to psychopath. Researcher considers that

research on psychology is considered important, because by researching it can

overcome the problems related with psychic.

Therefore from the explanation above, it makes the researcher

considered that it is an interested things to be analyzed'
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1) Research Questions

Based on what is explained above, the researcher formulated two

problems as follows:

1. How are the characteristics of Frank’s psychopathic portrayed in the movie

“Maniac”?

2. What are the factors that make Frank as a main character of the movie

“Maniac” become a psychopath?

2) Research Objectives

Based on the research questions above, the objectives of the research

were supposed to be:

1. To describe psychopath by the main character of the movie “Maniac”

2. To identify the factors which cause the main character become psychopaths.

3) Research Significance

There are two kinds of significance in this research, which are

theoretical and practical.

Theoretically, this research was expected to help the reader in term of

increasing their knowledge about psychopath and cause to be psychopath by

the Maniac movie. The researcher may help the readers to understand well

about a psychopath in their life.

Practically, the result of the research was expected to give better

understanding to the readers in how the way to understand and know the
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psychopath’s brain. It may give the understanding that a psychopath does not

simply be a psychopath; there is background to form it.

4) Research Scope

In this research, the analysis be only limited on psychopathic by the

main character of the movie “Maniac”. The researcher analysed the

characteristics of  the main character to be a psychopath by using theory of

Robert D. Hare. The researcher analysed the factor of the main character to be

a psychopath by using theory of Sigmund Freud.
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CHAPTER II

LIETRATURE REVIEW

In chapter two, the researcher presents four major sub-chapters which

are relevant to the topic of this research.

A. Previous Findings

There are some findings which are related to this research, they are:

A thesis by Amalia (2011) “A Psychopath Analysis on Michaels’s

Character in Halloween Film by Rob Zombie”. The writer analyses in this

film how psychopath suffered by Michael who has abnormal behavior by

using psychological theory, the researcher focuses more on Michael’s

psychology (Michael’s character). The researcher used descriptive qualitative

analysis as the method of research, which tried to explain about the character

and psychopathic personality of the main character in this film. The researcher

found some of Michael’s characteristic as a psychopath that showed that he

had abnormal behavior there are: Antisocial, apathetic, mysterious, peculiar,

cruel and criminal, poor of judgment and callous, high intelligent,

manipulative and irresponsible, and thief.

Maulanie (2011) “An Analysis of Esther’s Psychopath Problem in

Orphan Film Viewed from Psychoanalysis Theory by Sigmund Freud” in this

research, researcher used a descriptive qualitative method, which tried to
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explain about the intrinsic and extrinsic element of the film; such as the

dialogues and the scenes of the film, then followed by analysing them through

Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalysis as the extrinsic element of the film. As the

result, after analysing the film the researcher got the Esther’s characteristic

such as immoral, inhuman, liar, lack of empathy, manipulative, aggressive,

impulsive, and hard to control her and etc.

Sarah (2009) “The Psychopath Analysis of John Kramer’s

Characterizations On Saw Series Movie”. The researcher used a qualitative

descriptive method by using abnormal psychology. The researcher find

psychopath’s characteristic of John Kramer such as, difficulty in trusting the

rest of the world, show no remorse and empathy, killing and torturing people

that do not appreciate their lives, and do manipulate actions.

Doing comparison of three findings above, there are both similarities

and differences with the research that the researcher will do. The similarities

are: (1) the data source of all the findings also taken from film (2) The

research of  Siri Amalia and Nurul Hikma Maulanie are using the same theory

, which is Theory of Sigmund Freud. Otherwise for the difference, it involves

about the theory from Siti Sarah she used the theory about abnormal

psychology.
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B. Pertinent Ideas

1. Psychology

Psychology is the scientific study of mind and behavior. The word

“psychology” comes from Greek words “psyche” meaning life and “logos”

meaning explanation. According to Rod (2013: 6) psychology is the science

of the experiences that arise from human self, such as mind and behavior. It

embraces all aspects of unconscious and conscious experience as nice as

thought. It is an applied science an academic discipline, which looks to

understand individuals or groups by establishing general principles and

researching specific cases.

Basically sick not only on just physical function like flu, sprain, or

headache. Sick can also occur in psychic function. It is included in the

category illness. Psychology also refers to the application of such knowledge

to various spheres of human activity, including problems individual’s daily

lives and the treatment of behavior. As the statement of David C. Edwards

(1969) psychology is the science of behavior. The primary aim of psychology

is to find the laws which relate behavior to situations, conditions, and other

behaviors.
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2. Trend and Theory of Psychoanalysis

The work of psychological fiction is a term used to describe a literary

work that wrestles the spiritual, emotional, and immoral characters by w way

of more judgment of the character than the study of the plot story. There are

many psychological works related to literature. According to Cuddon (1979:

540) psychological novel a vague term to describe that kind of fiction which

is for the most part concerned with the spiritual, emotional and mental lives of

the characters and with the analysis of character rather than with the plot and

action. Many novelists during the last 200 years have written psychological

novels.

The literary works of novels, movies, dramas, and poems in this era

are loaded with psychological elements as manifestation; the physics of the

author, the fictional character in narratives and readers. Therefore, lately

literature studies by the psychology approach has a attention of researchers,

students, and lectures of literature but unfortunately, many researchers who

study literature give impression that literary disappears drowned out by

psychology. In fact, literary psychology does not mean to solve psychological

problems as people think. Definitively, the purpose of literary psychology is

to understand the psychological aspects are embedded in a literary work.

According to Ratna (2004: 344) the psychology approach for literature

is done in two ways. First, through the understanding of psychological
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theories, than held an analysis of literary work. Secondly, by first determining

a literary work as an object of research, then determined psychological

theories that are consider relevant to perform the analysis. As an example of a

second literary psychology approach, a researcher needs to master a variety of

psychological concepts, especially those related to the character and

psychological condition of the characters, if the object is related to the

character of the actor contained in the novel, drama or movie.

According to Guerin (1979: 121) during the twentieth century,

however, psychological criticism has come to be associated with a particular

school of thought, the psychoanalytic theories of Sigmund Freud (1856-1939)

and his followers.  Thus, nowadays many people, researchers who are

interested to study literature using psychological approach by psychoanalysis

theory exactly. Sometimes the researcher miss when use this theory in the

literature study, but actually the case important thing in understanding and

reviewing literature with a psychological approach that needs to be

understood is the extent which the author’s psychological involvement and the

author’s ability to show the fictional characters involved with psychiatric

problems.

According to Guerin (1979: 153-154) abuses of the approach have

resulted from an excess of enthusiasm, which has been manifested in several

ways. First, the practioners of the Freudian approach often put their critical
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these too hard, forcing literature into a Procrustean bed of psychoanalytic

theory at the expense of other relevant consideration (for example, the work’s

total thematic and aesthetic context). Second, the literary criticism of the

psychoanalytical extremists has at times degenerated into a special occultism

with its own mystique and jargon exclusively for the in group. Third, many

critics of the psychological school have been either literary scholar who has

understood the principles of psychology imperfectly of professional

psychologists who have had little feeling for literature as art: the former have

abused Freudian insights through oversimplification and distortion; the latter

have bruised our literary sensibilities.

According Minderop (2010: 98) the study of literary works reflecting

the concepts of psychology is presented in a way, first, presented the summary

of the stories of each literary woks reviewed. Second, there is review of

figures relevant to the purpose of his analysis. There are many popular literary

works that have been studied through the psychological approaches. The

works is a work of British and American authors. The works are like;

Mourning Becomes Electra Karya Eugene O’Neil, The Scarlet Letter and The

Minister’s Black Veil Karya Nathaniel Hawthorne, Sons and Lover Karya

D.H. Lawrence and Sister Carrie Karya Theodore Dreiser.

The application of psychoanalysis begun by Sigmund Freud itself can

be seen from his work and some works related to art and literature.
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L’interpretation des Reves (Dream Interpretation) published in 1899. This is a

classic book that describes the interpretation of dreams. This book is the most

fundamental theoretical foundation of the relationship between psychoanalysis

and literature, translated by Brill (2015). Freud’s most frequently used

theoretical basis in Trois Essaissur la Theorie de la Sexualite (Three Essays

about Sexualities Theory), published in 1962. Second Freud’s work is Delire

et Revesdana la “Gradiva“ de Jensen Delir and Dream in “La Gradiva”

Jensen’s work, published 1906. This is the clearest work on the application of

psychoanalytic theories in literary works, when Freud conducts research on

the short story titled La Gradiva by Jensen and found that the personality of

the characters and events in the short story is very much in keeping with his

own theories about human personality.

Psychoanalysis is branch of science develop by Sigmund Freud and

his followers as a study of human psychological function and behavior. As

Minderop (2013: 11) this science is a part of psychology that contributed and

made to human psychology this time started 1900s by Sigmund Freud.

Psychoanalysis is a scientific discipline which was begun some sixty
years ago by Sigmund Freud. What we call psychoanalytic theory,
therefore, is a body of hypotheses concerning mental functioning and
development in a man. It is a part of general psychology and it
comprises what are by far the most important contributions that have
been made to human psychology today (Banner, 1969:11).
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Behavior by Sigmund Freud, is the result of conflict and

reconcialitation of the three personality system. Next, Freud discussing to

division of human psychological in three parts: Id, ego, super-ego. Freud

likens id as king or queen, ego as prime minister, and super-ego as highest

clergyman. In the psychoanalysis theory he said that the life of the soul has

three levels: conscious, preconscious, and unconscious.

According to Freud, id is the original element human being owns

when they were born. It is in need of the elementary things, for example, food,

shelter, clothes and so forth. According to Freudian model of the psyche, the

Id is the set of uncoordinated instinctual trends, the super-ego plays the

critical and moralizing role, and the ego is the organized, realistic part that

mediates between the desires of the id and the super-ego. Id behaves like an

absolute ruler, must be respected, spoiled, arbitrary, and self-absorbed, what

desired of Id must be immediately fulfilled. As Koeswara (1991-32) Id is the

most basic personality system in which there are innate instincts. Id is psychic

energy and instinct that push human to supply the human needs such as: food,

sex, drink, etc. The id has no contact with the reality, it not changed by the

passage of the time or by the experience of the people. As Feist said (1988:

27) the id has no contact with the reality, yet is strives constantly to reduce

tension by satisfying basic desires.
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The Ego is caught between two opposing forces, and obeys the

principle of reality by trying to fulfill the reality of the bounded reality.  The

ego According to Feist (1988: 29) when performing is cognitive and

intellectual functions, the ego must take into consideration the incompatible

but equally unrealistic demands of the id and the super-ego. In addition to

these to tyrants, the ego must serve a third master the external world. Thus,

ego constantly tries to reconcile the blind, irrational, claims of the id and the

super-ego with the realistic demand of external world. Finding itself

surrounded on three sides by divergent and hostile forces, the ego reacts in a

predictable manner it becomes anxious. It the uses repression and t other

defense mechanism to defend itself against this anxiety.

In Freudian psychology, The Super-ego or above represents the moral

and idea aspects of personality and is guided by moralistic and idealistic

principles as opposed to the pleasure. Super-ego as well as a conscience that

recognizes good or bad value (concience). This personality system is

positioned above the ego, because it is called the super-ego. Super-ego is

always critical of ego activity, not even rarely hit and attack the ego.

The simple example, when people find one hundred thousand on the

streets. The people imagine with one hundred thousand they can buy good

food (id), then people remember if they take money that is not theirs, they will

sin (super-ego), then there is a conflict between id and super-ego. This is
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where the task (ego) depends on what people want to follow, because the id

and super-ego have given the picture.

Pleasure and the Id: inhibition and the Ego, according to Feist (1998:

54) Neurosis is the result of a conflict between the ego and its id. Neurosis is

mental disorder that occurs only on the part of the personality. The concept of

“neurosis” was introduced by William Cullen in 1769 : 67 GB. Cassan to

describe those affections of sense or motion not due to topical lesions of the

central nervous system. Later, Sigmund Freud used the term neurosis to group

a set of syndromes and provide the first valid clinical definition and

comprehensive classification of the disorder. According to Maramis (1980:

257) there are six kinds of neurosis and factors make them.

a. Anxiety

Anxiety is an unpleasant inner state that people seek to avoid.

Anxiety can described as feeling alarm or worry. Anxiety causes

genetics and heredity, social factors, Medical conditions, chemical

imbalances in the brain, and substance, personality.

b. Hysteria Neurotic

Hysteria is a neurosis that contains uncontrolled reactions as a

way to defend itself from its sensitivity to emotional stimuli. Pain and

body can be lost without being desired the patient. Symptoms often
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appear and disappear, especially if the patient presents a situation that

gives rise to great emotional reaction.

c. Phobic Neurotic

Phobic neurosis is a mental entity with its main phobia, which

is an irrational of object or situation. Phobias can cause feelings such

as fainting, fatigue, nausea, panic, sweating.

d. Obsessive- Compulsive neurotic

The term obsessions refers to an urgent idea into the mind or

control of consciousness and the term compulsions refers to impulses

or impulses that cannot be withheld not to be done, even though the

act is not actually necessary.

These types of neurosis due to following factors:

1) Conflicts between desires suppressed or transferred

2) Emotional mental trauma, the repression of past experiences

childhood.

e. Depressive Neurotic

Depressive neurosis is a neurosis with major disruption to

feelings with features: lack of enthusiasm, low self-esteem and

self-blame
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f. Neurasthenia

Neurasthenia is also called leprosy. The main symptomps of

this disorder are not exited, tired even though only a little energy,

unstable emotions, and ability to think down. In addition to the main

symptoms are also there are additional symptoms namely insomnia,

headache, often infestation of various diseases.

3. Psychopath

There are many definitions about psychopaths from experts, depending

on how the see what the psychopath are. According to Meloy (1988: 7),

Psychopath is the abnormalities of the psychopath’s brain. If the criminal

commits act cruelly people will judge him as a psychopath. When in fact not

all killer are psychopath, and not all psychopaths are killer.  But actually it is

not always so, there are many out there a psychopaths who appears by way of

manipulating. They look have good attitude and smart when they speak.

Psychopath is the asocial, aggressive, highly-impulsive person, who feels little

or no guilt and is unable to form lasting bonds of affection with other human

beings. As Robert Hare (1934: xi) said psychopaths are social predators who

charm, manipulate, and ruthlessly plow their way through life, leaving a broad

trail of broken hearts, shattered expectations, and empty wallets.
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According to Krebs, Gordon, Hughes (2009: 676) said psychopath is

mentally ill person who behaves violently without feeling guilt.  It means that

psychopath is a person who has psychological brain different with a normal

people. Psychopath disorder is a conditioning which people show pervasive

disregard for the low and the rights of other people with psychopath disorder

may tend to lie or steal and often fail to fulfill job or parenting

responsibilities. The term “sociopath” and “antisocial personality disorder”

are sometime used to describe a person with psychopath disorder.

Hare, in his book “Without Conscience” lists the characteristics of

psychopath that he uses as part of his checklist. This Hare psychopathy

checklist is a complex clinical tool used in the clinical evaluation to determine

if someone is a psychopath or not. Just because somebody has someone these

traits does not make them psychopath.

There are some characteristics of psychopath by Hare (1999; 34)

Emotional/Interpersonal Social Deviance

Glib and superficial the

characteristic of psychopath is

someone who have interest in their

physic and good talker.

Impulsive happens most in

psychopath. Psychopath is not a

typical to think of the pros and

cons that exist in their heart and
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mind.

Egocentric and grandiose is an

attitude where psychopath has high

self confidence, high self esteem

and arrogant.

Poor behavior controls controls

is kind of psychopath typically

have less emotional

Lack of remorse or guilt is an

attitude where psychopath did not

feel guilty after they kill people.

Need for excitement According

to Hare psychopaths get bored

easily

Lack of empathy is a lack of

feelings toward people in general;

cold,  contemptuous, inconsiderate,

and tactless.

Lack of responsibility

psychopath tend to lack of

responsibility and did not take

the responsibilities properly.

Deceitful and manipulative lying,

deceiving, and manipulating are

something natural from a

psychopath (Hare 46) and it is

becomes their natural habit.

Early behavior problems is the

main problem to creating a child

behavior. Environment is the

first thing to learn by children,

so that they will imitate what

people do around them. Most of

them had experienced violence

or seen violent acts directly.
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Environment that is not good is

the triggers to be bad attitudes

that exist in these children. They

feel trauma or something, so

they take it out with criminal

acts.

Shallow emotions is a lack of

emotional and feeling when

psychopath cannot explain their

feeling.

Adult antisocial behavior is a

good predictor of adult

behavioral problems and

criminality

Psychopathy Checklist is now used worldwide to help clinicians and

researcher distinguish with reasonable certainly true psychopath from those

who merely break the rules.

4. Factors of Psychopath

No one knows exactly causes psychopathy but it is likely a

combination of genetics, environment, and interpersonal factors. Some people

say psychopaths are born. Other say they are made or born with the condition.

According to James D. Page and James C. Coleman there are some causes

factors of psychopath. Family Disruption the psychopath is near the

delinquents. Most investigators have found that delinquents, more often than
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non- delinquents, are reared in home broken through desertion, divorce,

separation, or the death one or both parents. Economic Aspects The majority

of criminals and delinquents come from poor homes and are either

unemployed or engaged in unskilled and low income occupation.

Added by  Dr. Robert Hare, it appears in his book entitled Without

Consience The Disturbing World of The Psychopaths Among Us (1995: 165-

166) said However, several rudimentary theories about the causes of

psychopath are worth considering. At one end of the spectrum are theories

that view psychopath as largely the product of genetic or biological factors

(nature), whereas theories at the other end of the spectrum posit that

psychopath results entirely from a faulty early social environment (nurture).

As with most controversies, the "truth" no doubt lies somewhere in between.

That is, psychopathic attitudes and behaviors very likely are the result of a

combination of biological factors and environmental forces.

5. Literature

Literature in a dictionary means that writings in which expression and

form, in connection with ideas of permanent and universal interest, are

characteristic or essential features, as poetry, novels, history, biography an

essays. While Klarer (2004:1) stated that in most cases, literature is referred to

as the entirety of written expression, with the restriction that not every written

document can be categorized as literature in the more exact sense of the word.
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Klarer (1999) defines literature as derivative of the Latin word “literature” is

derived from “littera” (letter), which is the smallest element of alphabetical

writing. The word text is related to “textile” and can be translated as “fabric”

just as single threads from a fabric, so words and sentences form a meaningful

and coherent text. In the book Hudson entitled An Introduction to the Study of

Literature he give explanation about literature is composed of those books,

and of those books only, which, in the first place, by reason of their subject-

matter and their mode of treating it, are of general human interest, and in

which, in the second place, the element of form and the pleasure which form

gives are to be regarded as essential.

A piece of literature differs from as specialised treatise on astronomy,

political economy, philosophy, or even history. Literature is a vital record

what men have seen in life, what they have experienced of it, what they have

thought and felt about those aspects of it which have the most immediate and

enduring interest for all of us. It is thus fundamentally an expression of life

through the medium of language.

Literature is an essay that tells a story by displaying situations,

expression, emotions, and analysing. According to Roberts and Jacobs (2006:

20) literature is composition that tells the story, dramatizes a situation, express

emotion analyses and advocates ideas. Be different Bressler that stated (1994:

7) literature as work of imaginative or creative writings. From definition that
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state by Bressler literature is writing expressions, but not all writing is a

literature. From some definition people can conclude that literature is result of

art telling the elements of story with show the expression, emotion, and

language direct be related with the human life.

6. Literature and Psychology

The definition by Endraswa (2016) studying literary psychology is

actually same as we study the inside of human. Because we can understand

the inside in the human soul itself. Not only his own is in literature, but can

also represent the soul of others. In work of Abrams (1979: 226) there is quote

of sentences from J. Mdidleton Murry “So to know a work of literature it to

know the soul of the man who created, and who created it in order that his

soul should be known”. It is clear that literary works especially works of

William Shakespeare are reflection of human behaviour, the way where we

understand the world and the personality of the author who needs to be

understand.  Psychology Literature is interdisciplinary between literature and

psychology. According to Wellek and Warren (1949: 75) ”Psychology of

Literature,” we many mean the psychological study of the writer, as type an as

individual, or the study of the creative process, or the study of the

psychological types and laws present within works of literature, or  finally the

effects of literature upon its readers (audience psychology).
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Psychology and literature focus on human behaviour. Literature and

Psychology are two different but interconnected. Literature is representation

of life in the form of language while psychology is studies about human

behaviour. According to Wellek and Warren (1956: 94) literature is

representation of human feeling, experience, and life. Literature is the

reflection of human feeling towards his life It is closely related to human

experience through which we can learn the image of human beings that is

expressed in the written way. It can also be defined as the work of arts which

represents human life. It is clear that both can be separated of human beings.

According to Atkinson, Psychology is the science that studies human’s

behaviour and mental process. Psychology has relation human. According

Minderop (2010) the first relation is literature and psychology talk about

human in individual and social aspect. The second relation is literature and

psychology use the experience of human as the study in own field.

Thus between psychology and literary works possess the same

functional relationship useful for the study about psychological aspects of

human. The difference between psychological symptoms of literature is

imagine, whereas in psychology is a real human being.
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7. Character and Characterization

Character is one of the important things in literary work. Characters

refer to person in work of fiction and to the characteristics of person in work

fiction. Character appears in literary work to make the work look more real.

As Robert stated (1993: 20) character is the person presented in dramatics of

narrative work that are interpreted by reader as being endowed with the moral

and dispositional qualities that are expressed in what they say and what they

do in action.

Character in literary work divided into two kind, character as main

character and character who act as supporter. In literary work not only is there

one character, but it needs some characters to make work more real. As

Resmini (2007: 13) there are two kinds of character in the story. There are

main character and minor character. Main character is a character that plays

an important role of character that I often focused on and given some

comments by the author. Minor character is a character that functions as a

supporting character, plays additional role and give support to the main

character.

Characters have an important position in a literary work. Characters

describe the story, does not mean that there is enough character in literary

work. The authors give conversation, name, and appearance to the characters.
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According to Suharianto in his book Dasar-dasar Teori Sastra (1982: 31 )

said character is someone in literary work who short of identify, an identify

which is made up by appearance, conversation, action, name, and (possible)

thought’s going on the head. With the same thing added to Millie and Yates

(Nurgiyantoro 1998: 228) declare, there are six methods that authors use to

show the characters. They are: 1) By what the person say, 2) By what

someone else says, 3) By his or her action, 4) By indicating his or her

thoughts, 5) By the way that other people treat him or her, 6) By the author’s

direct words.

Characterization is the way used to make and appear characters in

literary work. The difference between character and characterization is that a

character is a person, an animal, or an imaginary creature that takes part in the

action of a literary work and characterization is all the techniques a writer uses

to create and develop a character.As Richard Gill’s Mastering English

Literature (1985: 127) a character is a person in literary work.

Characterization is the way in which a character is created. Therefore, it could

be said that character is a product of characterization.

8. Film Maniac (2012)

Maniac is a 2012 French-American psychological slasher film directed

by Franck Khalfoun and written by Alexandre Aja, Grégory Levasseur, and
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C.A. Rosenberg. The film was produced by the French film companies La

Petite Reine and Studio 37. It is a remake of the 1980 film of the same

nameand stars Elijah Wood as Frank Zito, a brutalserial killer. The film also

stars Nora Arnezeder, Jan Broberg, and America Olivo.

Frank Zito (Elijah Wnal

ood) is a mentally disturbed young man who has taken over his

family's mannequin sales business after the recent death of his mother, who

also moonlighted as a prostitute. Frank's childhood experiences of seeing his

mother bring home clients or being taken out with her to turn tricks has left

Frank unable to enter into meaningful relationships with women, and his

sexual impulses tend to manifest themselves as violent urges that

Frank externalizes as his mother's will.

One night Frank stalks, murders and scalps a young woman, then

attaches her hair to a mannequin that he keeps in his bedroom, in reference to

memories of his mother brushing her hair before going out. He then joins

a dating site, where he befriends a girl named Lucie. The two meet for what

turns out to be a successful date. The pair return to Lucie's apartment, where

she attempts to seduce the virginal Frank, mistaking his increasing panic for

nervousness. Failing to control his homicidal impulses, Frank eventually
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strangles Lucie, then scalps her and takes her hair back to his apartment,

where he attaches it to another mannequin.

One morning, Frank awakens to find a photographer named Anna

taking photos of the mannequins in his storefront. Frank invites her into his

store, where she becomes taken with his work restoring antique department

store mannequins. The two develop a friendship, with Frank agreeing to help

Anna put together an art exhibit using his mannequins. As the two spend more

time together, Frank begins to fall in love, and becomes more resolute about

trying to control his urges, also resorting to pharmaceuticals. Despite his

attempts, Frank claims one more victim by following a woman home from her

dance studio, stabbing her to death in a parking lot and attaching her hair to

another mannequin.

At the opening of the exhibit, Frank meets Anna's boyfriend Jason,

whose existence he had only recently learned of, as well as art director and

Anna's mentor Rita. Both mock him for his interest in mannequins,

questioning his sexual orientation. Frank later follows Rita home, subdues her

in the bathtub and hog-ties her on her bed. Identifying Rita with his mother,

Frank voices his resentment and sense of abandonment, finally scalping Rita

alive in a fit of rage.
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Several nights later, Frank calls Anna, who tearfully tells him of Rita's

murder and of her recent breakup with Jason. Frank comes to Anna's

apartment to comfort her, but in his attempts he inadvertently confesses to the

murders by giving away insider knowledge of the cases of Rita and the other

women. Panicking, Anna attacks Frank with a kitchen knife, but Frank

manages to subdue Anna, rendering her unconscious and killing her neighbor

in the process. Frank loads Anna's body into his van and drives home, but as

he arrives Anna regains consciousness and stabs Frank in the stomach with a

piece of rebar attached to a mannequin hand. Anna flees and is picked up by a

passing motorist, who runs Frank down at Anna's urging but crashes the car,

knocking out both passengers. A bloodied Frank hobbles to the mortally

wounded Anna and scalps her as she dies.

Frank returns to his apartment, attaching Anna's hair to a mannequin

dressed in a bridal gown. As he succumbs to his injuries, Frank suffers

hallucinations of the mannequins transforming into his victims and tearing his

body apart, finally ripping off his face to reveal a mannequin head. Before he

dies, Frank sees Anna, clad in a wedding dress, lower her veil and turn her

back on him. Later that day, a SWAT team breaks into Frank's apartment,

only to find a bloodied, dead Frank in his closet.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODODLOGY

A. Research Method

The research was conducted by employing a descriptive qualitative

method. Descriptive qualitative method is a method which is employed to

collect and analyse data and draw conclusion of the analysed data. By using

this method, the researcher was able to explain or describe the psychopathic

experienced by the main character of the movie “Maniac”. Taylor and Bogdan

(1949: 7) defines qualitative research refers in the broadest sense the research

that produce descriptive data- people’s own writer or spoken and observable

behavior. Moreover, according Corbing and Straus (2008) qualitative research

are concerned with the meaning people attach to things in their lives. The

center of phenomenological perspective and hence qualitative research help

people to understand from their own frames or references and experiencing

reality as they experience.

B. Source of Data

Adedokun (2003: 57) states that the term data refers to any fact,

analyze facts relating to the subject of the study. In this study, the researcher

used “Maniac- 2012” movie as the data in order to analyze the psychopathic

experienced by the main character.
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C. Research Instrument

In collecting data, the researcher used note taking as instrument of the

research. According to Bodgan and Biklein (2003: 20) Note taking is a

method in assembling data required by using not card to write down the data

found from source of data. In order to find data easily, the researcher made

some notes to classify the important unit or part of script that related to the

problem and the objective of the research

D. Techniques of Collecting Data

In collecting data, the researcher applied several procedures as

follows:

1. Watched the movie several times.

2. Identified the data which are taken by using note-taking.

3. Wrote down the data on the note cards that related of psychopath.

4. Classified and analysis the data that related the object of the research as

main character to become a psychopath.

5. Noted down the psychopath description on the yellow note card, and the

factor of the main character who become a psychopath on the pink note

card.

E. Technique of Data Analysis

Data analysis technique used by researcher was analysis content which

is descriptive qualitative. Using this technique then the purpose of this study
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was to describe a clear of the psychopaths that exist in the movie “Maniac”.

According to Titscher (2000:55), content analysis is the longest estabilished

method of text analysis among the set of empirical methods of social

investigation. Furthermore, Bryman (2004:392) states that qualitative content

analysis is probably the most prevalent approach to the qualitative analysis of

documents and that it comprises a searching-out of underlying themes in the

materials being analysed.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter focused on discussion on the analysis psychopath

characteristic of Frank and the factors made Frank as a psychopath. Based on

the problems formulating in the previous chapter, the discussion on this

chapter was made in two subchapters. The first subchapter attempts to present

the description psychopath characteristic of Frank. The characteristics of

psychopath portrayed Frank is supported by theory of character and

characterization, and the characteristics of a psychopath. The second

subchapter is the analysis on the factors that made Frank as a psychopath. The

factor that makes Frank becomes psychopath is supported by theory of

personality by Sigmund Freud. There are 12 characteristics of psychopath, but

the researcher only got 5 five characteristics and 1 factor of Frank as main

character in the Maniac movie becomes a psychopath.

A. Findings

Here are data that researcher found a psychopathic in Maniac movie.

1. Characteristics

a. Glib and Superficial

The first data (D1), when Anna asks Frank about the horror

movie that they watched his response makes Anna impressed. Frank’s
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response to the film make Anna impressed, she is see the different

sides of Frank, his response made him look romantic.

Dialogue: 00:50:57 – 00: 51:20

Anna : So what'd you think? You know, Caligari is to
be the first horror movie. I really thought she was
gonna get killed at the end.
Frank : I'm glad that she didn't.
Anna : Yeah, but they all end up living in a mental

hospital.
Frank : I know but at least it was a happy ending.
Anna : I may have just found the last romantic. (She
smiled and surprised when she heard the response
given by Frank very different).

b. Lack of remorse or guilt

The second data (D2), Frank kills Lucie 86 who his victim.

There was no guilt that he appeared. He just acted as if nothing

wrong had he done. Even after Frank kills Lucie, he cuts her head

and hair, and then he brings in his room a puts it on the head of his

mannequin by using a shoot clips. In the above dialogue shows that

Frank does not show any guilt after killing is victim, he just talk and

acts as if nothing wrong has he done.

Dialogue : 00:17:40 – 00:20:39

Frank : Look what you made me do. Look what you
made me do! I hate you. I hate you. ((dia
berteriak, berbicara dengan nada terposo-poso,
kemudian dia mengambil cutter dan memootong
rambur beserta kulit kepala redlucie. Setelah itu
ia berlari ke toilet mencuci tangannya, untuk
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membawa kulit kepala dan rambut redluci
kerumahnya.)
It's okay, it's okay, it's okay. I'll make it better.
I'll make it all better now. Sorry I missed you
today. I have a surprise for you. Are you asleep
already? I'm sorry but I just can't wait. (He
talked to the mannequins at his house,
introduced that he has something new).
Alright. Take a look. I saved the best for last.
Here we go. Oh, that's nice. Perfect fit, right?
Okay now, this might sting a little. Okay, good.
Good. Just one more. Perfect. Perfect. Meet
Redlucie86. Redlucie 86, this is my girlfriend.
(He put Redlucie’s scalp on a mannequin
statute, take up clip and he clipped it on the
mannequin).

c. Impulsive

The third (D3), data is when Anna yells Martin for helping her.

Martin entered was inside Anna’s house to save her. And Martin keep

on to yell for Anna, Frank throw a meat-cutting knife into Martin’s

mouth.

Dialogue : 01:13:51- 01:14:42

Anna : Marin! Help me! Help (Anna yell and ask
for help, after she stabs Frank’s palm of hand, she runs
to bedroom and lock herself.)
Martin : What’s the matter, Anna? (Martin kept

knock on Anna’s door)
Anna : Leave me alone. Go away. Please go away.

(Anna yelled, drive out to Martin, because
she thinks that him is Frank).

Martin : Anna, it’s me Martin. Open the door. Anna
what’s happening in there? Is everything
alright? Anna, open the door. Anna? (Martin
kept knock on Anna’s door).
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Frank in a kitchen after treated the wound in his
palm of hand. He took a meat cutter and opened the
door for Martin. After Martin entered in there, Frank

threw the cutter in his mouth.

Ann : Martin?
Martin : Anna, where are you?
Anna : In the bathroom.

d. Poor behavior control

The fourth data (D4), when the atmosphere between Frank and

Anna increasingly heated up, he still tries gently to persuade her to

want to hear his explanation, but Anna does not want. Frank keep on

persuade Anna, but useless. Uncontrolled, Frank just throws Anna

until she is fall accidently in floor.

Dialogue: 01:12:56-01:13:37

Frank : You look like a stranger. Why are you
scared? Anna come, I think we need to have
a little talk. (Frank touched Anna’s
shoulder and tried to explain what had
happened was a misunderstanding).

Anna : Get off me! (Anna took a knife and lead to
Frank while she is yelling and crying).

Frank : Just calm down. What are you doing?
What are you doing? It seems that we need
to iron a few things. You know what I mean,
do not you? Come, I think we need to have a
serious talk. (Frank softens his voice, try to
persuade Anna. Then Anna scraped the
knife to Frank’s arm. Frank slaps Anna and
push her on the table until it broke and
Anna fell to the floor).

Anna : Get off! (Anna kept yelling and crying).
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Frank : Let me explain it to you! (He pulled
Anna’s foot until the glasses on the floor
injured her body).

e. Lack of empathy

The last data of the characteristic Frank’s psychopath (D5),

when Frank wants to kill Rose, he keeps chasing her, when she hides;

suddenly he cut his legs until she fell. And then Frank stabs her body

for several times until Rose died.

Dialogue : 00:37:44- 00:39:39

(Rose kept running from Frank. She got into the car
park. She was hiding behind the car that was there)

Rose : Somebody open it. Help me. Please. (She
yelled and asked for help. Rose asked for
help. Frank opened a hedge of car park, he
took a beater and look for Rose. And Finally
Frank got rose, she cut her foot).

Rose : No! No! Please! No! Please. No! No!
(Rose fell on the asphalt her foots kept
bleed. She yelled and cried. Frank just
silent, he came close to Anna and stabbed
her body till Rose died. Frank took her
scalp).

2. The Factor that Make Frank become a Psychopath

The data about factor becomes Frank as psychopath is id’s Frank.

The dominant Frank’s id makes the ego and superego of the Frank does

not balance. In the Frank’s mind as psychopath the id dominated a weak

ago a feeble superego. The dominant Id in Frank it causes neurosis.
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B. Discussion

In this part the researcher discussed the data analysis that had been

found in Maniac movie. The researcher describes the characteristics of

Frank’s psychopath and the factors that cause Frank becomes a

psychopath.

1. Characteristics of Frank’s psychopath

a. Glib and Superficial

Based on the (D1), Frank appears his character of psychopaths

is glib or superficial. Psychopaths are often voluble and verbally

facile. They can be amusing and entertaining conversationalists, ready

with a clever comeback, and are able to tell unlikely but convincing

stories that case themselves in good light. They can be very effective

in presenting themselves well and are often very likeable and

charming.

The psychopath tendency is glib and superficial. Glib and

superficial is the tendency to be smooth, engaging, charming, and

slick. They exude an air confidence that naturally draws others to

them. Frank as main character of this movie showing glib characters,

charming that makes other person fascinate by his attitude. So Anna

will not think that Frank a psychopath. His fascinating and fake
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manner makes Anna unnerved by the mask Frank used. Frank’s

statement do not same with his behavior and feelings.

According to Hare (1934: 1) these often charming-but always

deadly-individuals have a clinical name: psychopaths. They can be

very effective in presenting themselves well and are often very likable

and charming. Frank is very smart showing the perfect act, he is good

at playing words, so Anna easily amazed and assume that Frank is

romantic man.

b. Lack of Remorse guilt

Psychopaths show a stunning lack of concern for the effects

their actions have on others, no matter how devastating these might be.

They have no sense of guilt, are not sorry for the ensuing pain and

there is no reason to be concerned. Psychopaths are doing the wrong

thing, they may admit that they did it, but they will deny that is wrong.

Psychopaths will not admit that their actions are wrong. It means that

they can do practically anything, and then they acts as if nothing has

happened. As Hare stated (1934: 21) Psychopaths show a

stunning lack of concern for the devastating effects their actions have

on others. Often they are completely forthright about the matter,

calmly stating that they have no sense of guilt, are not sorry for the
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pain and destruction they have caused, and that there is no reason for

them to be concerned.

After Frank kill Lucie, who his victim.  There was no guilt that

he appeared. He just acted as if nothing wrong had he done. If normal

people in general, when making mistakes and then endanger the

others, naturally people will feel sad and sorry, but frank opposite.

Even after Frank kills Lucie, he cuts her head and hair, and then he

brings in his room a puts it on the head of his mannequin by using a

shoot clips. In the above dialogue shows that Frank does not show any

guilt after killing is victim, he just talked and acted as if nothing wrong

has he done.

c. Impulsive

The behavior of impulsive psychopaths can be seen from not

thinking first with their action that they do. According to Hare (1934:

28) Psychopaths are unlikely to spend much time weighing the pros

and cons of a course of action or considering the possible

consequences. “I did it because I felt like it,” is a common response.

Frank in complicated situation, he does not even think when

doing something, it’s right or not. When he was pressed, because Anna

had known oh his crime, Martin came to save Anna; thoughtlessly

Frank killed Martin by throwing a knife into his mouth. It was done
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for Martin did not save Anna and he afraid when Martin knew his

action and Martin would report him to the police. In order to secure

Frank’s position, he kills Martin. Psychopaths are unlikely to spend

much time weighing the pros and cons of a course of action or

considering the possible consequences of impulsive psychopaths can

be seen from not thinking first with their action that they do.

In addition according to Singgih Dirgagunarsa state a

psychopath is a barrier of the soul that sufferers experience difficulty

in adjusting to the social norms that exist in the environment.

Psychopath exhibits a large egocentric attitude. As if the of all his

benchmark only for himself. As did Frank to Martin. All the actions

that Frank did, it’s only to save him without caring the others, right or

not he keeps it up, as long as it makes his position safe.

d. Poor behavior control

Poor behavior control is kind of psychopath typically have less

emotional. The personality of psychopath looks frigid because they

cannot control their emotion. Psychopaths are highly reactive to

perceived insult or slight. Most of the normal people have powerful

inhibitory controls over their behavior.
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According to Hare (1934: 59) besides being impulsive-doing

things on the spur of the moment-psychopaths are highly reactive to

perceived insults or slights. Most of us have powerful inhibitory

controls over our behavior; even if we would like to respond

aggressively we are usually able to "keep the lid on" In psychopaths,

these inhibitory controls are weak, and the slightest provocation is

sufficient to overcome them.

When Anna of the Frank’s crime that has killed many women.

Anna then stepped away from him. And chase away from her home.

She was fear by Frank’s existence with her. But Frank did not accept,

he tried to persuade and wan to explain everything to Anna. But Anna

still did not want to hear it, Frank keeps on try it but it’s useless.

Because his uncontrollable attitude just a few seconds, the previous

Frank gently turns into be cruel. He threw Anna on the table, until she

fell in the floor.

e. Lack of empathy

The characteristic of psychopath is lack of empathy. Lack of

empathy is lack of feelings toward people in general. A psychopath

assumes that cutting off the head of a chicken and human head is the

same, no difference. There are even normal people who cut the

chicken head, they cannot, but psychopaths are able to do it for
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humans. According to Hare (1934: 23) Many of the characteristics

displayed by psychopaths—especially their egocentricity, lack of

remorse, shallow emotions, and deceitfulness—are closely associated

with a profound lack of empathy (an inability to construct a mental

and emotional “facsimile” of another person).

Basically, the normal people in general will feel horrified and

will not be able to cut one of the parts of human body, even to see the

blood spilled in humans, only some normal people beings are able to

see it. Frank when will kill Rose he cuts her leg first, until Rose cannot

to walk and lying down in a track.  He cuts the Rose’ legs, not only

that. And then, he stabs back for many times and brutally he cuts and

takes her head. The normal people even in the movie will not able to

see it. But, Frank is able to do it.

Based on the previous findings by Siri Amalia (2011) analyzed

the character Michael of movie Halloween by Rob Zombie about the

characteristics of psychopath by the main character by psychological

theory she found there are nine charateristics psychopath by Michael

as the main character of the movie: Antisocial, apathetic, mysterious,

peculiar, cruel and criminal, poor of judgment and callous, high

intelligent, manipulative and irresponsible, and thief.
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Siti Sarah (2009) the researcher used abnormal psychology ,

and she found psychopath’s characteristic of John Kramer such as,

difficulty in trusting the rest of the world, show no remorse and

empathy, killing and torturing people that do not appreciate their

lives, and do manipulate actions. The last previous findings by Nurul

Hikma Maulanie (2011) used theory by Sigmund Freud she found the

characteristics of the main character of Esther’s movie such as:

immoral, inhuman, liar, lack of empathy, manipulative, aggressive,

impulsive, and hard to control her and etc.

From three previous on the characteristic that appeared in each

character of the movie are different from those found by researcher in

the maniac movie. It means that the same theory does not mean that

characteristics of the psychopath in the character of movie will be the

same.  The researcher found the characteristics of psychopath in the

Maniac movie by Sigmund Freud's theory are five: Glib and

Superficial, lack of remorse or guilt, impulsive, poor behavior control,

lack of empathy.

2. Factor Frank becomes a psychopath

Personality system in the human there are three. The systems

that govern how the people act, right or not it depends on the three

personality systems work. The Id is the impulsive part of psyche
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which respond directly and immediately to the instincts. Ego is

decision-making component of personality, the ego works by reason,

whereas the id is chaotic and unreasonable. Superego is to control the

id’s impulses, especially those which society forbids. If the three of

human personality systems do not work in accordance with their rights

and obligations it will cause abnormalities when the people acted.

Frank did the amoral things to serve his pleasure like the

function id. The ego of Frank’s mind cannot make the balance of the

id’s demands. The superego see the closely over the ego supervise of

the ego’s decision about action and intentions. The ego is connected

with ego and superego because the ego must make the balance

between id and superego. Ego as executor does or rejects the

command of id. While Superego as upholder of norm and social value.

Ego function to consider something that is true or not. When

Frank did the criminals acts and then he did not feel guilty, ego’s

Frank did not function in appropriate. So the superego’s Frank who

has no power to fight the id influences ego.  Function of the ego is to

consider between true or false, but Frank does not think that his acts

true or false when kills his victims, he manipulate the people. When he

kills his victims, he never feel guilty, even he look alright.
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The factor that makes the id more dominant is because

neurosis. There are sic types and factors that cause it, but only just one

factor that makes Frank becomes a psychopath. Neurosis is the

conflict between the id and ego in people mind. Frank dominated by

the id because ego no longer can inhibit his basic drives and instincts.

There one factors make Frank become a psychopath was because

Frank had mental and emotional traumas with past experience or his

childhood experience.

The factor of obsessive is because traumatic by the childhood

experienced Frank had traumatic with his past childhood experience

on his mom. Frank is a mentally disturbed, he broken with his mom

who moonlighted as a prostitute. Frank has frequent childhood

flashbacks of seeing his mother bring clients in his home and take out

with her to turn tricks. Frank feels that his mom does not love him.

Because she prefers to serve a men, than accompany him. This has left

Frank unable to enter into meaningful relationship with women, and

his sexual impulses tend to manifest themselves as violent urges that

Frank externalizes as his mother’s will. Struggling to come to grips

with his mother’s mistreatment and abuse of him, and spurred by

memories of his mother brusher her long hair before going out at

night, Frank stalks, murders, and scalps a young street walker one
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night, attaching he hair to a mannequin that he then keeps in his

bedroom.

There are three previous findings, but only one that research

the factors of main character in the movie becomes a psychopath is

thesis by Siri Amalia (2011) used abnormal psychology theory she

found the factor of main character of the Halloween movie is the

traumatic experiences in his life since he was children that he gets his

family and friends.  While the researcher used the Sigmund Freud’s

theory that factor cause Frank becomes a psychopath of the movie

mania is id dominant and it cause the traumatic childhood experience.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter reports the conclusion related to the two researcher question of this
study. In an attempt to answer the research question:

A. Conclusion

1. After analyzed the movie with characteristics and factors as a focus in

this research, the researcher found five characteristics psychopath of

Frank. The characteristics psychopath of Frank are Glib and

superficial, lack of remorse or guilt, poor behavior, impulsive, lack of

empathy.

2. Factor that causes Frank asa psychopath is due to his big id because the

trauma of childhood. So that he breaks the function of superego norms

and ego affects due to the magnitude of the influences of Frank’s id.

B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher proposed suggestions as

follow:

1. The researcher suggest for the next researcher who will make the

similar research about psychopathic in the literary works to use the

other objects.
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2. The researcher hope that through this thesis, the reader is able to know

more about characteristics  of psychopath  of the character as shown in

literary works such as prose, drama or novel.

3. The researcher suggest for the students of English and Literature

department who want to analyze the other aspect of literary work using

psychopathic, to know other aspects of psychopathic represented in

literary work.
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